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Game mechanics and blank templates for the Chaos Rift Role-Playing Game are Open
Source. You can create characters and adventures of your own to play with, or customize the
game rules for your personal enjoyment.
The first adventure for this game is free and based on the author’s military science fiction
novella titled Roaches In The Attic 0 - Non-Retrieval. All characters and concepts from the story
are the intellectual property of the author and cannot be used for any commercial purpose.
Players are encouraged to visit the author’s website at Raymond Towers Dot Com to learn
more about this e-book title and others that are available.
The Basics
1. Choose an adventure or make your own.
2. Draw the adventure’s map on a page in your notebook, and leave the opposite page blank
for any notes you might need to jot down.
3. Write down your characters and / or team statistics on 3x5 index cards.
4. Start play according to the adventure’s instructions.
5. Move your character or team according to their Pace.
6. Roll for any Discoveries or Dangers in your path when prompted to.
7. Combat any enemies in your movement space until Combat is over.
8. Distribute damage points when characters are in a safe location.
9. Get ready to move again.
10. Meet the conditions for victory and win the game!
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Introduction
Greetings, fellow role-players,
This is the rulebook for the Chaos Rift Role-Playing Game. The game is designed with a
minimum of rules, dice rolls and things to remember so that players can get to the action faster.
The game is geared primarily toward the solo player. Many adventures will include options for
multiple players either as a co-op game or head to head. Enough information on game details
will be given to allow Game Masters to come up with new adventures of their own.
In addition to being easy, this game will also be affordable. All you need to get started are
this rulebook, an adventure scenario, 3x5 index cards for your characters, a notebook to keep
track of supplies and to draw a map in, movement markers than can be any small items you have
lying around, a calculator, a writing utensil and a six-sided dice. Additional resources, such as
new adventures, documents and templates, can be found on Raymond Towers Dot Com, under
the Home / Chaos Rift RPG page.
#####
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Game Set-Up
If you are new to playing the Chaos Rift RPG game, it is suggested that you keep characters
in their original adventures until you are familiar with the mechanics of the game. After that, you
can mix up characters with any adventure. One of the goals of this game is to throw in characters
from many time periods into unexpected and unusual settings. That is the whole idea behind the
Chaos Rift series of books, and also the immersive experience of this role-playing game.
If you are going to play a multi-player game, be sure your markers are a different color or
type from those of other players. Additional set-up information, such as how to draw your maps,
might be found in the adventure’s opening instructions.
#####
Making Maps
Most adventures will include instructions on how to create a map for your characters to
inhabit. The Roaches In The Attic 0 adventure (RITA0), for example, gives a general layout of
important locations and travel paths to reach them. For the first game or two, it is recommended
that maps be created close to their original parameters.
Once players are familiar with the mechanics of the game, maps can be adjusted to suit the
game’s needs. A smaller map could make for a shorter adventure, such as for a quick solo game,
while a larger map could be created to challenge players, as they will have a greater chance of
running into enemy opposition. If a Game Master is present, maps can be adjusted to include
additional missions or side quests.
#####
Choosing Characters
Most adventures come with pre-designed characters. The RITA0 adventure includes 15
human characters from Space Corps and the Space Marines, 3 types of Roach antagonists, and 1
non-human neutral species. A solo player can choose a few human characters to begin with, or if
he or she is really feeling bold, and in keeping with the original story, all 15 of them!
For multi-player games, decide whether this will be a co-operative game or a head to head
competition until the last player standing wins the game. A co-op game can follow the adventure
the same as a solo player. For head to head games, refer to the multi-player (MULTI RIVALS)
section of the adventure. Players can choose as many characters as they’d like, but due to the
intensity of the game, I suggest at least three or four, because the opposition will be relentless in
some adventures and not everyone will make it.
If you’d like to create your own character, go for it. One way to do this is to roll one 6-sided
dice for each character attribute. This is random and could result in strange character builds, but
that’s what the Chaos Rift is all about. Alternatively, you could make a character based on a
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superhero or mythology, or even one based on yourself. I suggest that for now, characters stay
limited to the cap set by the 6-sided dice. Superheroes and deities are coming, oh yes, they are,
and the game mechanics have to be adjusted for their emergence.
Ways you can play this game:
SOLO - choose your characters and your opposition
Multi-Player or MULTI:
1. For two players, one player can play the protagonist side, and the other the antagonist.
The antagonist side should have about the same numbers of characters as the protagonist, and no
reinforcements are coming in for anyone!
2. A co-op game where two or more players create separate teams, working together to stay
alive. (MULTI CO-OP)
3. A multi-player game where players create teams who are in competition with each other,
with the antagonists attacking all sides. The player whose team reaches the conclusion first wins.
This playing mode could even have players attacking each other! (MULTI RIVALS)
4. A multi-player game where a Game Master takes over the adventure and sends the
players off on new side quests, while keeping to the adventure goals. For a two player game, the
Game Master can also control the opposition. (GAME MASTER)
This game is designed to be simple and flexible. For added flavor, why not play as the
opposition? Why not mix your team up to include Space Marines and Roaches on the same side?
Grab your favorite characters from one adventure and have them go through the Chaos Rift, so
they end up in another adventure completely!
#####
Character And Team Statistics
Once you’ve chosen the characters and playing style for this game, the next step is to copy
down their statistics. Refer to the Character And Equipment lists for your specific adventure.
For each character you will be playing, write their stats down on the left edge of a 3x5 index
card. Leave enough room to jot down any changes in attributes while the game is in progress.
Use the notebook for whatever other notes you’ll need. Below is a sample Character Profile from
the RITA0 adventure, found on the Characters And Equipment document:
Staff Sergeant James P. Renquist
HEL: 6
ATH: 6
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INT: 5
LED: 6
PAC: 6
MAG: 0
XFC: 2
DEF: 6
H2H: 6
MEL: 5
FIR: 5
Staff Sergeant Renquist, also Renk, is in his mid-thirties and of a tall, muscular build. He
served in Marine Division Earth for over 15 years as a Drill Instructor before asking for a
transfer to Marine Division Space to combat the Roaches alien scourge.
Renquist qualifies in the use of most modern handguns, rifles and melee weapons. Renk is
proficient in Marine Division Martial Arts.
When Renk commands a squad, total Defense and Pace go up by 2 with a maximum cap of
6.
A typical Character Profile includes the character’s name, personal stats, a brief description
of who the character is, and special instructions if any. If you’re not sure what all the
abbreviations stand for, here are the full attributes and what they represent:
Health (HEL) - life points / vitality
Athleticism (ATH) - physical training, includes dexterity and strength
Intelligence (INT) - the ability to reason, logic, wisdom
Leadership (LED) - the ability to bring the best out of subordinates
Pace (PAC) - movement speed, alone or as a group
Magic (MAG) - mana pool for casting spells or skills
X-Factor (XFC) - extraordinary chances for lucky characters
Defense (DEF) - the ability to avoid damage
Combat 1: Hand To Hand Combat (H2H)
Combat 2: Melee Weapons (MEL)
Combat 3: Firing Weapons (FIR)
Note that Character Renquist can pick up any modern weapon and use it with a high degree
of efficiency. Most characters are not able to do this. Also, due to his high Leadership, Renquist
can organize his squads of Space Marines to perform better as a group. This doesn’t mean he can
bring the best out of any group of civilians or characters from other adventures. Renquist can
only affect characters within his original adventure that are trained the way he was, in this case
his fellow Space Marines.
As an example, let’s say you have a two-man squad featuring Renquist and his best pupil
Private First Class Davis. These are the stats for Davis:
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PFC Brenda Davis
HEL: 6
ATH: 6
INT: 4
LED: 4
PAC: 6
MAG: 0
XFC: 0
DEF: 5
H2H: 5
MEL: 5
FIR: 5
Write the stats for both characters down the left edge of a 3x5 card. If every stat doesn’t fit
there, write leftover stats in the center of the card. Make sure the stats line up when you put the
cards next to each other. This way, you can read across the stat lines to create Team Statistics on
a separate card. Team Statistics are very important when your characters are working as a team
and in Combat.
Renquist and Davis are now in a two-man team. To calculate their Team Statistics, we add
their stats together, divide them by the number of characters in the team, and come up with an
average that can be rounded up (normal mode) or rounded down (harder mode). Let’s figure out
what the Team Statistics are.
HEL: 6 + 6 = 12 / 2 = 6
ATH: 6 + 6 = 12 / 2 = 6
INT: 5 + 4 = 9 / 2 = 5
LED: 6 + 4 + 10 / 2 = 5
PAC: 6 + 6 = 12 / 2 = 6
MAG: 0 + 0 = 0 / 2 = 0
XFC: 2 + 0 = 2 / 2 = 1
DEF: 6 + 5 = 11 / 2 = 6
H2H: 6 + 5 = 11 / 2 = 6
MEL: 5 + 5 = 10 / 2 = 5
FIR: 5 + 5 = 10 / 2 = 5
The Leadership of Renquist adds 2 to Pace and Defense, but as we can see from the results,
those stats are already maxed out. Renquist and Davis are very capable Space Marines, so we
already have a lot of high numbers. Characters that aren’t as highly skilled with cause averages
to be lower. The Team Statistic for this two-man team are:
Team Statistics
HEL: 6
ATH: 6
INT: 5
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LED: 5
PAC: 6
MAG: 0
XFC: 1
DEF: 6
H2H: 6
MEL: 5
FIR: 5
If the team adds members or loses them, or an event takes place that changes conditions for
the team, Team Statistic totals must be recalculated to keep current. If the team goes into combat,
the Team Statistics will stay the same until combat is over. After combat, any damage given to
the enemy and damage received are taken into account.
#####
Playing The Game
The Chaos Rift Role-Playing Game is designed to parallel the characters and events of
certain stories written for the Chaos Rift book series. In Story Mode, a setting is presented, an
initial issue is given, and story prompts will lead characters in specific directions.
In the first adventure (RITA0), the setting is a recently discovered world that is suitable for
human habitation. The initial issue is that an exploration team of scientists and military personnel
are required to contact Space Corps regularly through the communications system in the Unilink
Transport vehicles. For an unknown reason, no new messages have arrived.
Space Corps has assigned a Senior Spaceman and a Spaceman in training to escort a team of
Space Marines to investigate. The game begins when the Unilink vehicle arrives on planet
Lesenia. This is the introduction to the adventure. Other scenarios based on the RITA0 novella
will follow after the adventure, including MULTI RIVALS.
In a typical turn, a player playing a single character or a team will make a movement, land
on a new space on the map, check for any changes such as the Discovery of a path or item, or for
the potential for imminent Danger. Team Pace can be Fast, Average or Slow.
Pace - Speed - Movement
1 -2 is Slow. Slow teams can only move 1 space per turn.
3 - 4 is Average. Average teams can move 1 or 2 spaces. Roll a 6-sided dice. If the result is
Odd, the team moves 1 space. If the result is Even, the team moves 2 spaces.
5 - 6 is Fast. Fast teams can move 2 spaces.
Fatigued or Wounded characters can slow the team down. After a long run or march, or to
apply medical aid to Wounded characters, it might be best not to move for a turn so characters
can recover their Pace or stabilize or improve their Wounded conditions. Slow teams may be in
more danger than Fast teams.
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The character or team moves to a new space. In the RITA0 adventure, the space could
become a Discovery or Danger. Refer to the Discovery And Danger chart when game conditions
tell you. A player rolls a 6-sided dice to make a Discovery or to find out if any characters are in
Danger. Discoveries can be new knowledge, paths, items or conditions. Danger could mean that
the opposition is coming near and might spot your characters. In general, a lower dice roll will
result in negative results, while a higher dice roll will result in positive results. Other adventures
might have different markings on map spaces and different charts to refer to.
Sooner, rather than later, and because this is a narrative-driven, action-based game, your
characters will engage in combat. A team cannot proceed past a movement space if an opponent
occupies that same space, so... Fight! (Or run!)
#####
Combat
For the purposes of Combat, the most important attributes to focus on are Health, Defense
and Combat 1, 2 and / or 3. Just before combat begins, make sure that all Team Attributes are
counted up, including those of the antagonist team. When combat starts, roll a dice to see who
has the Initiative, or who makes the first strike. In a solo player game, the Space Marines could
be facing the Roaches. An Odd roll gives the Roaches the Initiative, and an Even roll gives it to
the Space Marines. For more than 1 player, adjust the dice roll accordingly. For multi-player
games with up to 5 players plus the game-controlled antagonists, the player who gets the
Initiative goes first, and play continues clockwise.
Solo player versus game - Roll 1 dice. An Odd number gives Initiative to the opposition. An
Even number passes it over to the protagonist.
Up to 5 players versus game - Use as many sides of the dice as necessary. Re-roll for any
extra numbers.
Over 5 players versus game - Roll 2 dice and re-roll if any extra numbers come up.
If a Game Master is present, he or she can roll the dice. Play proceeds clockwise until one
full round has been completed. Players might roll for Initiative after every round, or they might
let the player with initial Initiative continue to strike first.
In a solo game, the player can go back and forth against the enemy.
In a co-op game, players can batter the enemy together until the enemy is vanquished. The
enemy will strike at the player closest to them, going clockwise. If that player keeps getting
trounced, it might be better to re-roll Initiative to prevent this. The Roaches will then counter
against the player who strikes at them first.
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In a game where multiple players are rivals, the players can choose who they will strike.
That means that in the RITA0 adventure, the Roaches might attack a squad of Space Marines,
and right after, a rival squad of Space Marines might go after them too!
To calculate battle offense and damage, keep track of your character or team’s average
Health, Defense and Combat points. We will continue to use the averages for our two-man team
of Renquist and Davis. This two-man squad has 6 Health, 6 Defense and 5 Combat 3: Firing. If a
team’s Health goes down to zero, the team has taken crucial damage and falls apart. Keep track
of how much damage is taken / how many team Health points are lost, because damage will be
distributed among the characters after the battle is over.
* The Damage Inflicted During Combat chart is found in the Chaos Rift RPG Charts
document. *
Suppose that the two-man team has taken the Initiative. They fire their plasma rifles,
sending 5 possible points of damage at a squad of Battle Roaches. The average Defense for the
Battle Roaches is 5. We roll a dice to see how much damage gets past Roach Defense. The dice
result was a lowly 1. Only 2 points of damage landed on the enemy. On our next Combat round,
we roll a 5. This time, all 5 points of damage hit the enemy.
Certain adventures have the opposition far outnumbering the heroes, and RITA0 is one of
them. If the Space Marines can defeat a squad of Battle Roaches, that is an important victory, but
there are a lot more of the enemy out there to be found. For that reason, strategy is vital. It might
be better to retreat with minimal damage than to make a stand during the early part of the game.
If facing a large number of Roaches, or after the first exchange of hostilities, a player might
choose to retreat to safer ground. At the start of the next turn, a player could retreat by moving
his team back by one movement space. Pace is important here. Fast teams will not be pursued.
Average Pace teams have a 50% chance of being chased, and Slow teams have a 100% chance.
Using a large enough distraction will scatter Roaches and allow the team to get away. The Space
Marines carry Flash Grenades that are perfect for this task, but in some scenarios, they only carry
one or two per person, so use them wisely.
Retreat - Speed - Movement
Slow teams are always followed and attacked. *
Average teams roll the dice. If the dice result is Odd, they are followed and attacked. If the
roll is Even, they retreat by one space and get away clean. *
Fast teams move back by 1 space and are not followed.
* For average and slow teams, a distraction could be used to throw the Roaches off the trail.
Space Marines carry flash grenades that make a loud noise and give off a great burst of light
when they are detonated. The grenades will scare and confuse Roach attackers to retreat and
regroup, giving the team a chance to get away.
#####
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Distributing Damage Points
A player can only distribute damage points following a battle, from a place of safety. The
adrenaline keeps them alive until then! When a player’s team reaches a place of safety, the next
turn can be used to assess the damage. There may be exceptions to this rule in some adventures.
Our two-man team of Renquist and Davis has just been in combat. They were outnumbered
and used a flash grenade to retreat. Their Team Health is 0 and they’ve accumulated 6 points of
battle damage. We’re going to roll dice to find out who was hurt and how badly. You can count
the Odd side for Renquist and the Even side for Davis in this case, or if additional characters are
involved, you can use as many dice results as needed.
2 character game - use Odd or Even
3 character game - use 1 - 2 for character One, 3 - 4 for character Two, 5 - 6 for character
Three
4 characters - roll the dice, if the result is over 4, roll again until it falls into range
4+ characters - use as many dice as you need, re-roll for unused numbers
Example 1: The dice roll is 3, Odd. That means Renquist gets battle damage. Roll the dice
again to find out how much battle damage. The result is 5. Renquist is now 1 point away from
death and must be carried, which will slow the team by one Pace level or else he must be left
behind. The remaining 1 point of damage will go to Davis.
Example 2: The dice roll is 1, Odd. Renquist gets battle damage. The next roll is also 1.
Renquist loses 1 Health point and the remaining 5 points of damage go to Davis. Again, this
leaves a team member very close to death and will slow the team by one Pace level.
Characters Fatigued or Critically Wounded in the 1 - 2 range have to be carried or supported
and will lower the Pace by 1 full level.
By randomizing damage points, you can see how a member of your team might quickly be
lost or wounded badly enough to affect the team’s progress. Remember that in the RITA0 story,
many characters lost their lives. That’s one reason why playing as 3 or 4 characters is a good
idea. Or you could do things the Easy Way.
Easy Way: distribute damage points evenly among all members of your team. From the 6
points of damage, reduce Renquist’s Health points by 3, and Davis’ Health points by 3. If you
have to split 5 points of damage between two characters, choose who gets 3 points and who gets
2, or go by the order of your characters. If Renquist is first due to rank, he gets 3 damage and
Davis gets 2. If you’re going by alphabetical order, Davis gets 3. If you choose the Easy Way,
make sure every player knows this at the start of the game.
After damage points are distributed, recalculate Team Stats and start moving again!
#####
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Winning Conditions
Winning conditions vary according to the adventure being played. In the RITA0 adventure,
winning could mean simply getting to the end of the game alive, due to the heavy opposition or
other factors. Winners could also be the players who get the most kills from the enemy. Certain
adventures might have valuable loot at the end of the game, items that can be used in future
replays or in other adventures. By completing the base adventure, one reward could be that a
Chaos Rift portal can now be opened up. This portal will allow your characters to travel through
Time and Space to even more exotic and treacherous lands.
#####
Extra Stuff
x
* This is a work in progress and will be added to and refined as I settle on more rules and
content. *
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